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in brief
Plastics Industry M&A and Capital Markets Activity

Market Update Q3 2021 Amherst Partners’ Plastics Indices
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U.S. M&A Activity – Plastics
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◼ Public market performance for companies in the plastics industry once 

again highlights the disparity across the various plastics subsectors, with 

medical plastics outperforming and automotive plastics declining from 

recent frothy levels

– Firms in medical plastics have benefitted from a convergence of 

tailwinds in the COVID-19 economic recovery, as they have returned 

to supplying product to support elective procedures while adding 

revenues tied to COVID-19, such as storage components for vaccines 

and anti-virals

– Automotive plastics, on the other hand, tie their struggles back to the 

broad supply challenges for automotive OEMs; consumer demand is 

strong, but supply challenges prevent demand from being filled 

◼ Product demand continues to exceed production capacity across the 

board, even as input prices remain high and cost increases are pushed 

through to customers

– Resin prices remain elevated with polypropylene (PP) spiking in price, 

increasing ~8% MoM and >140% YoY as of September(1)

– Pricing for polyethylene (PE) did not see the same jump as PP, but 

holds onto pricing gains as supply chain inventories are finally 

replenished from Hurricane Ida, a disruption causing 10.3 billion 

pounds of lost PE production

◼ Aggregate M&A activity increased from 15 deals closed in Q3 2020 to 28 

deals closed for the same quarter in Q3 2021. Aggregate closed 

transaction value also increased, from $200.0 million to $1.2 billion for 

the same periods

– One of the more significant transactions in the current quarter 

occurred in September when Silgan Holdings, Inc. (NASDAQ:SLGN) 

purchased Gateway Plastics, Inc. for $485 million. Gateway Plastics, 

an injection molder located in Milwaukee, WI, will allow Silgan to 

enhance its sustainable manufacturing solutions portfolio

*Transaction Value represents publicly announced deal terms

(1) Independent Commodity Intelligence Services
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With a track record spanning over 25 years, Amherst Partners is a 
boutique investment banking firm focused on providing M&A advisory 
and capital raising services, primarily for closely-held businesses.

Securities related transactions are offered through Amherst's wholly
owned subsidiary, One Amherst LLC, a registered broker-dealer and 
member of FINRA and SIPC.

For more information, visit our website at amherstpartners.com.

This report is published solely for informational purposes and is not to be 
construed as rendering legal, accounting or investment advice or as a 
solicitation or an offer to buy or sell securities. Although information 
contained in this report has been obtained from and is based on sources
that Amherst Partners LLC believes to be reliable; it is not guaranteed as 
being accurate.  Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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